In this paper, the electronic band structures and its transport properties in the gapped graphene superlattices, with one-dimensional (1D) periodic potentials of square barriers, are systematically investigated. It is found that a zero averaged wave-number (zero-k ) gap is formed inside the gapped graphene-based superlattices, and the condition for obtaining such a zero-k gap is analytically presented. The properties of this zero-k gap including its transmission, conductance and Fano factor are studied in detail. Finally it is revealed that the properties of the electronic transmission, conductance and Fano factor near the zero-k gap are very insensitive to the structural disorder for the finite graphene-based periodic-barrier systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms densely packed in a honeycomb lattice, has attracted a lot of research interest due to its remarkable electronic properties and its potential applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Inside the pristine graphene, the low-energy charge carriers can be formally described by a massless Dirac equation, and near Dirac point one has discovered many intriguing properties, such as the unusual energy dispersion, the chiral behavior [5, 7] , ballistic charge transport [8, 9] , Klein tunneling [10] , and unusual quantum Hall effect [3, 11, 12] , bipolar supercurrent [13] , frequency-dependent conductivity [14] , gate-tunable optical transitions [15] , and so on.
However, for applications of graphene to nanoelectronics, it is crucial to generate a band gap in Dirac spectrum in order to control the electronic conductivity, such as a channel material for field-effect transistor. For realizing this purpose, several approaches are studied both theoretically and experimentally. One of them is using the quantum confinement effect in graphene nanoribbons [16] [17] [18] and graphene quantum dots [19] . It has been shown that the size of the gap increases as the nanoribbon width decreases and it also strongly depends on the detailed structure of the ribbon edges. An alternative method is spin-orbit coupling, which also leads to generate a small gap due to both intrinsic spin-orbit interaction or the Rashba interaction [20] [21] [22] . Another approach is substrated-induced band gaps for graphene supported on boron nitride [23] or SiC [24, 25] by making the two carbon sublattices (A and B sublattices) inequivalent; and with this approach, a gap of 260meV is experimentally demonstrated [24] . Therefore the quasiparticles in the graphene grown on a SiC or boron nitride substrate behave differently from those in the graphene grown on SiO 2 . The effect of sublattice symmetry breaking on the induced gap is also systematically investigated [26] .
There are also theoretical works to engineer the tunable bandgap by periodic modulations of the graphene lattice via the hydrogenation of graphene [27] , and a recent experiment demonstrates that patterned hydrogen adsorption on graphene induces a bandgap of at least 450meV around the Fermi level [28] .
Since superlattices are very successful in controlling the electronic structures of many conventional semiconducting materials (e.g. see Ref. [29] ), the devices of graphene-based superlattices has attracted much attention. It can be the periodic potential structures generated by different methods, such as electrostatic potentials [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] and magnetic barriers [36] . In gapless graphene-based superlattices, researchers have found that a one-dimensional (1D) periodic-potential superlattice possesses some distinct electronic properties, such as the strong anisotropy for the low-energy charge carriers' group velocities [31] , the formation of the extra Dirac points and new zero energy states [33, 37] , and the unusual properties of Landau levels and the quantum Hall effect for these extra Dirac fermions [38] . From the previous studies [32, [39] [40] [41] [42] , one has known that for the gapless graphene superlattices there is no gap opening at the normal incidence due to the Klein tunneling. Most recently, the new electronic properties in gapped graphene-based devices are discovered since the Klein tunneling is suppressed due to the presence of a gap [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] .
All the above investigations stimulate us to study how the electronic properties and bandgap structures of the grapped graphene superlattices are affected due to a gap opening at the Dirac point, and what properties are derived for the gapped graphene superlattices that are different from the gapless graphene superlattices. In our previous work [40] , we have found that a new Dirac point is formed at the energy which corresponds to the zero averaged wave-number inside the gapless graphene-based superlattices. In this paper, we will continue to investigate the electronic band structures and their transport properties for the gapped graphene superlattices with 1D periodic potentials of square barriers. We find that a zero averaged wave-number (zero-k) gap is formed inside the gapped graphene-based superlattices, which is very similar to the zero-averaged refractive-index gap in 1D photonic crystals consisted of left-handed and right-handed materials [48] . The properties of this zero-k gap are detailed studied, and the related electronic transmission, conductance and Fano factor near the zero-k gap in the finite graphene superlattices are further illustrated.
The outline of this paper is the following. In Sec. II, we introduce a transfer matrix method to calculate the reflection and transmission for the gapped graphene superlattices.
In Sec. III, we first discuss the electronic band structures for the infinite gapped graphenebased periodic-barrier superlattices, and then we investigate the changes of the transmission, conductance and Fano factor for the finite superlattices and the effects of the structural disorders on the electronic properties are also discussed in detail. Finally, in Sec. IV, we summarize our results.
II. TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD FOR THE GAPPED MONO-LAYER GRAPHENE SUPERLATTICES
We consider a mono-layer graphene with a peculiar gap due to the sublattice symmetry breaking or the intrinsic spin-orbit interaction. In this situation, the Hamiltonian of an electron in the presence of the electrostatic potential V (x), which only depends on the coordinate x, is given by [46, 49] 
where
) is the momentum operator with two components, σ = (σ x , σ y ), and σ x , σ y and σ z are Pauli matrices,Î is a 2×2 unit matrix, and v F ≈ 10 6 m/s is the Fermi velocity. Here ∆ = mv 2 F is the energy gap due to the sublattice symmetry breaking [24] , or ∆ = ∆ SO is the energy gap due to the intrinsic spin-orbit interaction [20] .
From the experimental data, we know that the maximum energy gap could be ∼260meV due to the sublattice symmetry breaking [24] .
The above Hamiltonian acts on the state of a two-component pseudo-spinor, Ψ = (ψ A ,ψ B )
T , whereψ A andψ B are the smooth enveloping functions for two triangular sublattices in the mono-layer graphene, and the symbol "T " denotes the transpose operator. In the y direction, because of the translation invariance, the wave functionsψ A,B (x, y) can be factorized byψ A,B (x, y) = ψ A,B (x)e ikyy . Therefore, from Eq. (1), we obtain
, E is the incident electron energy, and k 0 = E/ v F corresponds to the incident electronic wavenumber. When ∆ → 0, the above two equations reduce to the cases in Refs.
[ [39] [40] [41] .
For the gapped graphene superlattices, we assume that the potential V (x) is comprised of periodic potentials of square barriers as shown in Fig. 1 . Inside the j th barrier, V j (x) is a constant, therefore, from Eqs. (2) and (3), we have
Here the subscript "j" denotes the quantities inside the j th barrier, and j = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · , 2N, e, where j = 0 denotes the incident region, j = e denotes the exit region, and N is the periodic number. Note that k j is negative in the case of η j+ < 0, which leads to the electron's "Veselago Lens" [50] .
Following the calculation method in Ref. [40] , we can readily obtain the relation between
in the following form:
where the transfer matrix M j is given by
which denotes the characteristic matrix for the two-component wave function propagating from the position x j−1 to another position x j−1 + ∆x inside the j th barrier. Here
is the x component of the wavevector inside the j th barrier for k
, and θ j =arcsin(k y /k j ) is the angle between two components q j and k y inside the j th barrier. When ∆ = 0, we have η j+ = η j− = k j , so that p j = 1 for the gapless mono-layer graphene (∆ = 0), which leads the transfer matrix (7) to be the same as that in Ref. [40] . Here we would like to point out that, in the case of η j+ = 0, the transfer matrix (7) should be replaced by
and in this case, p j = η j− /k y . When η j− = 0, the transfer matrix (7) should be
With the knowledge of the transfer matrices (7, 8 , and 9), we can easily connect the input and output wave functions by the following equation:
with the matrix
which is the total transfer matrix of the electron's transport from the incident end (x = 0)
to the exit end (x = x e ) in the x direction, where w j is the width of the j th potential barrier.
For obtaining the transmission and reflection coefficients, we should build up the boundary condition. As shown in Fig. 1 , we assume that a free electron of energy E is incident from the region x ≤ 0 at any incident angle θ 0 . In this region, the electronic wave function is a superposition of the incident and reflective wave packets, so at the incident end (x = 0)
where r is the reflection coefficient, p 0 is the quantity in the incident region, and
is the incident wavepacket of the electron at x = 0.
At the exit end (x = x e ), we have
with the assumption of ψ A (x e ) = tψ i (E, k y ), where t is the transmission coefficient of the electronic wave function through the whole structure, p e is the quantity in the exit region, and θ e is the exit angle at the exit end. By substituting Eqs. (12, 13) into Eq. (10), we have the following equations
tp e e iθe = (1 + r)
After solving the above two equations, we find the reflection and transmission coefficients
where we have used the property of det[X] = 1.
Since the reflection and transmission coefficients are obtained, the total conductance can also be calculated. Using the Büttiker formula, [51] the total conductance of the system at zero temperature is given by
, and L y is the width of the graphene strip along the y axis. Furthermore, we can also study the Fano factor (F)
in the gapped graphene superlattices, which is given by [52]
Combining Eqs. (16)- (19), the reflection, transmission, conductance, and Fano factor for the gapped graphene superlattices can be obtained by the numerical calculations. In the following discussions, we will discuss the properties of the electronic band structure, transmission, conductance and Fano factor for the gapped graphene-based periodic potentials of square barriers.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, first we will discuss the electronic band structures for the infinite periodicbarrier systems, and then we will discuss properties of the electronic transmission, conductance and Fano factor for the finite periodic-barrier systems with or without the structural disorder.
A. Infinite periodic-barrier systems
First, let us investigate the electronic bandgap structure for an infinite gapped graphenebased periodic-barrier systems, i.e., (AB) N , where the symbols A and B from now on denote the different barriers A and B with the electrostatic potentials V A and V B , and the widths w A and w B , respectively, and N is the periodic number. We assume V A > V B . By using the Bloch's theorem, the electronic band structure for an infinite periodic structures, i.e., (AB) N with N → ∞, is governed by the following relation:
. (20) Here Λ = w A + w B is the length of the unit cell. Now we assume that the incident energy of the electron is V B + ∆ < E < V A + ∆, then we always have p A,B > 0, −π/2 < θ A < 0, q A < 0, 0 < θ B < π/2, and q B > 0 for the propagating modes. When −q A w A = q B w B , the above equation (20) becomes
Because 
This condition, Eq. (22) or (23), actually corresponds to the zero averaged wave number, i.e., k = (k A w A + k B w B )/Λ = 0. Therefore the gap occurring at the zero averaged wave number is called the zero-averaged wave-number (zero-k) gap. The distinct difference between the gapless and gapped graphene superlattices is that for the gapless case (∆ = 0) this zero-k gap is close at the normal incidence sine p A = p B = 1, while for the gapped case (∆ = 0) it is open even at normal incidence from Eq. (21) because of
For a special case with equal barrier and well widths, i.e., the ratio w A /w B = 1, from Eq.
(22 or 23), we can know that the location of the zero-k gap is exactly at E = (V A + V B )/2.
However, when
is satisfied, then sin(q A w A ) = sin(q B w B ) = 0, therefore cos[β x Λ] = 1, which tells us that the zero-k gap will begin to be close in the case of normal incidence and a pair of new zero-k states emerges from k y = 0 (i.e., the case of inclined incidence). Actually the above condition (24) is the same as that in 1D photonic crystals consisted of left-handed and right-hand materials [53] . 2(e-f)]. In the case when the condition (24) is valid, the gap is close for the normal incidence 2(e) and 2(f), it is found that for the inclined cases, the zero-averaged wave-number gap is enlarged and the extra Dirac points are occurring at the same energy with those of the touching points in the normal case.
Similarly, figure 3 shows the change of the electronic band structure for the gapped graphene superlattices with unequal barrier and well widths (i.e., the ratio w A /w B = 1).
From Figs. 3(a) to 3(c), it is clear that the position of zero-k gap is still independent of the lattice constant, and in this example it is located at E ≈ 45.62meV, i. e., the one of roots for the condition (22) or (23) . By the way, another root of the condition (22) or (23) is unphysical since it is outside of the interval V B + ∆ < E < V A + ∆. Meanwhile, the width of this zero-k gap could be still adjusted by changing its lattice constant with the fixed ratio w A /w B . However for the other upper and lower band gaps are strongly shifted due to the change of the lattice constant. In Fig. 3(c) , it is also occurring the touching effect of the upper and lower bands due to that the condition (24) is satisfied at k y = 0. Different from the above case with equal barrier and well widths (w A /w B = 1), in Fig. 3(d) , when the lattice constant increases larger, the touch points move down for the inclined incidence (±k y = 0) in the cases with w A /w B > 1. In the cases with w A /w B < 1, one can find that the touching points move up for the inclined incidence [see Fig. 3(e) ]. This property of the touch points, depending on the ratio of widths w A /w B , is similar to that in the gapless graphene superlattices [39] . It should be pointed out that the touch effects in Figs show the changes of electronic conductance and Fano factor for those cases corresponding to different situations in Fig. 4 . It is clear seen that when ∆ = 0, the electronic transmission at normal incidence is always equal to unit, see Fig. 4(a) . This property is a reflection of "Klein tunneling" in the systems of gapless graphene superlattices [32, 34, [39] [40] [41] . From Fig. 4(a) , one can also find that there is a band gap opening up at all inclined angles around the energy of E = 40meV. Actually this gap is already termed as the zero-k gap, which is associated with the new Dirac point, in our previous study on the gapless graphene superlattices [40] .
In to that cases in the gapless graphene superlattices [40] , and the unique difference is that at the normal incidence the zero-k gap is close for the gapless case while it is still open for the gapped case. From Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), one can find that the structural disorder does strongly affect on the properties of the electronic conductance and Fano factor when the incident electron's energy E is far away from the zero-k gap. In Figs. 5(b,c) , it is clear that the curves of the conductances and Fano factors are much different from each other for those energies far away from E = 40meV. Therefore, the zero-k gap and its related properties are very insensitive to the structural disorder while the other bands and gaps are highly affected by the structural disorder.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have studied the electronic band structures and its transport properties for the gapped graphene superlattices consisted of 1D periodic potentials of square barriers.
We have found that there is a zero-k gap inside the gapped graphene-based superlattices, and the location of the zero-k gap is independent of the lattice constant but depends on the ratio of the barrier and well widths. Furthermore we have shown that the width of the zero-k gap could be controllable by changing the lattice constant of the gapped superlattices, and under the certain condition the zero-k gap could be close at the case of normal incidence and the band-crossing phenomena (the extra new Dirac points) occurs at the case of inclined incidence inside the gapped graphene superlattices, which are similar to the cases of the gapless graphene superlattices [39, 40] . Finally it is revealed that the properties of the electronic transmission, conductance and Fano factor near the zero-k gap are insensitive to the structural disorder inside the finite periodic-barrier systems. Our analytical and numerical results on the electronic band structures and their related properties of the gapped graphene-based superlattices are hopefully of benefit to more potential applications of graphene-based devices.
Figures Captions: dashed lines denote for the structure without disorder, the dashed lines for R ∈ (−2.5, 2.5)nm, the dashed-dot lines for R ∈ (−5, 5)nm, and the solid lines for R ∈ (−7.5, 7.5)nm.
